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Aligning Priorities and Goals for 2017-18



Every Student, Every Day
The LCAP process encourages data-informed decision-making to ensure that LBUSD is 
focused on meeting the needs of every student, every day. 

Throughout the year, the district utilizes multiple measures to collect data to determine areas 
of strength and need, including:

● Achievement Data - CAASPP, ELPAC, interim assessments, benchmarks, ACT, AP, SAT, 
college and career readiness

● Engagement Data - attendance, suspension, expulsion

● Social and Emotional - CA Healthy Kids Survey, School Climate Survey, 
Social/Emotional Universal Screeners

● Facilities/Resources - BrightBytes, FIT, technology inventory

● Stakeholder Feedback - LCAP Survey, California Parent Survey, CA Healthy Kids Survey



“
Create a tweet in your 

table groups defining the 
purpose of the LCAP



Purpose of the LCAP?
The LCAP is a continuous improvement plan. 

The LCAP is a working document meant to change and 
adapt to meet the needs of all students through 
data-informed decision-making and stakeholder input.

The LCAP communicates to all stakeholders:
1. Locally defined LCAP GOALS
2. Actions and Services to achieve LCAP Goals
3. Expenditures associated with the LCAP Goals

  
 

  
 

  
 



“
With the simultaneous implementation of LCFF and 
LCAP, along with new standards, curriculum, and 

assessments, schools and school districts throughout 
California have a unique opportunity to reconfigure 
themselves as learning organizations, committed to 
continuous improvement and explicitly organized to 

support experimentation, evaluation, and 
organizational learning. 

Supporting Continuous Improvement in California’s Education System 
Linda Darling Hammond and David N. Plank, January 2015



2017-18 Annual Update



Building Relationships
Stakeholder input and involvement is a crucial piece of the LCAP process



California School Dashboard

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yu7Cqke9Evo


Dashboard Indicators



How are we doing?
State Indicators
● Chronic Absenteeism
● Suspension Rate
● English Learner Progress
● Graduation Rate
● Academic

○ English Language Arts
○ Mathematics

● College and Career 
Readiness

Local Indicators
● Basics (teachers, 

materials, facilities)
● Implementation of State 

Standards
● Parent Engagement
● Local Climate Survey



➢ Did the indicator decrease, increase, or remain the same from 
2015/16 to 2016/17 according to the dashboard?

➢ What is the performance level of the indicator for LBUSD?

➢ What is the status?

➢ What is the change?

➢ Are any subgroups in the orange or red performance levels?

➢ Are any subgroups above or below the overall performance level?

Let’s discuss...



Self Assessment Tool



Self Assessment Tool



“
Create a tweet in your table 

groups stating the most 
important data-informed idea 
or insight your group wants to 

share regarding the 
Annual Update



Thank You!
The LCAP is a continuous improvement plan aimed at 

meeting the needs of LBUSD students, staff, and 
community. The District would like to thank the 

Laguna Beach USD community of stakeholders for 
taking the time to provide input and being active 

partners in creating an engaging, caring, academically 
rigorous and innovative learning environment for all 

LBUSD students.


